RELIGION AND MORAL REASONS
Jason D. Swartwood

People give all sorts of reasons to justify what they do. Sometimes it’s to defend
seemingly trivial choices: “I ate the rest of the chips because I was hungry and didn’t
have anything else in the cupboards.” Other times, the reasons are supposed to be
moral ones: they’re supposed to explain what’s morally right, wrong, good or bad and
why. Reasons such as “because God says so” and “because scripture explicitly says so”
are sometimes considered to provide decisive answers to moral questions. But, do
they? Should even devout believers be satisfied with those reasons? By distinguishing
and evaluating two types of moral reasons, we can see that “because God says so” and
“because scripture says so” are reasons we should not be satisfied with, even if we’re
devout.
1.

TWO TYPES OF REASONS

Reasons for action are considerations that tell for or against actions or ways of
conducting oneself. And, a few familiar examples can show that we should distinguish
two types of reasons for action: explanatory reasons and enumerative reasons. i
Suppose your friend sees you about to eat some deep fried cheese curds at the state
fair. She says, “You shouldn’t eat those cheese curds, because they’re on the list of
foods your doctor said to avoid.” Here, she’s given you a reason that you ought not
eat the cheese curds: because they’re on the list of foods your doctor said you should
stay away from. This reason she’s given identifies what you ought or ought not do: in
this case, you ought not eat the greasy ball of fried cheese in your hand. Notice,
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though, that your friend’s reason doesn’t explain what makes eating the cheese curds
something you ought not do. The fact your doctor said you shouldn’t eat salty fried
cheese isn’t the reason why eating the cheese is a bad idea for you. Presumably, what
makes it a bad idea is that it’s bad for your health. So, “because your doctor said not
to eat cheese curds” is what we could call an enumerative reason: it identifies what you
ought or ought not do but not why you ought to do it. (To enumerate things is to list
them off.)
On the other hand, suppose your friend sees you about to eat the cheese curds and
she tells you that you ought to put them down and get a fresh peach instead. You ask
her why, and she says, “because salty, fatty foods like that are bad for your health –
they’ll raise your already perilously high blood pressure and cholesterol.” This kind of
reason tells you not only what you ought to do but also why: it explains what makes
eating the deep-fried treat a bad idea. Reasons that do this – that explain why you
ought or ought not do things or explain what makes them things you ought or ought
not do – can be called explanatory reasons.
We rely on the distinction between enumerative and explanatory reasons all the time.
If you’re just interested in figuring out what you should or shouldn’t eat, then the fact
that your doctor said to eat some foods but not others might be all you need. You
can just rely on “because the doctor said to eat … but not …” to help you enumerate

what you should or shouldn’t eat. But, the more conscientious of us will want more:
we’ll want a reason that explains why we should pass over the cheese curds for the
fresh fruit.
Indeed, enumerative reasons are often the sort we start out with when we’re first
learning something or just working to acquire a basic understanding. A novice at
computer repair might replace the video card because their teacher told them that’s
what they ought to do. Their reason here would then be enumerative: at best, it tells
you what you ought to do but not why that’s the thing to do. To really become
proficient, though, the novice will need to start looking for explanatory reasons: they’ll
need to be able to identify why replacing the video card is the thing to do. The
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expert’s grasp of these kind of explanatory reasons is part of what distinguishes her
from a mere novice who is good at following instructions.
2. TWO TYPES OF MORAL REASONS
Moral reasons are a type of reason for action, and they come in the same two types.
Moral reasons are reasons conduct is good, bad, right, wrong, or all-things-considered
something that ought to be done. Think of times when someone says “that’s right (or
wrong, good, or bad) because …” Whatever comes after the ‘because’ is the moral
reason being offered: it’s the reason being offered for or against whatever conduct
you’re talking about.
For instance, suppose people say:
a) Having sex with an acquaintance who is intoxicated is wrong because
you don’t have their consent.
b) Donating to poverty relief organizations is right because it helps alleviate
serious suffering with no significant sacrifice on your part.
c) Lying to children when they are capable of understanding the truth is
wrong because it disrespects their ability to choose.
d) Keeping animals in zoos is wrong because it stifles their wellbeing
without good cause.
e) Abortion is wrong because it ends an innocent human life.
f)

Abortion is morally permissible because a person is not obligated to
allow others to use their body to sustain their life.

In each of these cases, some reason is being given for or against a particular way of
conducting oneself. So, in each case, moral reasons are being offered. What’s the
reason it’s wrong to tell five-year-old Jimmy that Santa’s real or to hide the grisly truth
from ten year-old Juanita about her cat’s recent disappearance? According to the
person making claim (c), the reason is that it disrespects the children’s ability to make
their own decisions about how to respond to the facts of life.
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One important thing to notice about moral reasons is that some are good and some
are bad. Does claim (c) give a good reason to avoid lying to children? Supposing
we’re talking about a particular case of abortion, should we go with the reason offered
in (e) or the one offered in (f)? Or is there some other better reason? Especially when
it comes to tricky and complicated topics, people will disagree and will give you
conflicting moral reasons. If you’re thoughtful, you’ll often be stuck with the task of
weighing a variety of reasons for and against some course of action. In other words,
you’ll be stuck trying to determine which moral reasons are good and which are not:
which actually do tell for or against a course of action and which don’t. That’s a big
part of what moral philosophy is about: learning skills to enable us to identify good
moral reasons and distinguish them from the bad. For now, it is just important to note
that moral reasons are considerations that are supposed to tell for or against a
particular course of action, and good moral reasons are the ones that actually do that
while bad moral reasons are ones that do not. Later we’ll discuss some strategies for
distinguishing good and bad moral reasons. For now, the point is just that there’s a
distinction to be made between them.
Another thing to notice about moral reasons is that, like other reasons for action, they
can be either explanatory or enumerative.
Consider again the claim that lying to children is wrong because it disrespects their
ability to choose. This is an explanatory moral reason because it is supposed to explain

why an action is good, bad, right, wrong, or something that ought or ought not be
done. In fact, all the examples in (a) – (f) offer explanatory moral reasons, because
they’re trying to explain not only what’s right (wrong, etc.) but also what makes it so.
Other moral reasons are enumerative: they identify what’s right or wrong (or good or
bad) but not what makes it so. Suppose you are wondering whether you ought to
reveal to your teacher that your friend cheated on an exam. You ask your mother,
who suggests that you should try to convince your friend to confess to the teacher.
Suppose also that you know that your mother is a very reliable judge of such things.
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We then have a moral reason: you ought to try to convince your friend to fess up
because your (wise) mother says that’s best. This may be a moral reason in the sense
that it’s supposed to tell for or against a particular course of action. But, it is an
enumerative moral reason, because it doesn’t explain what makes the conduct in
question right or good. Instead, at best it merely explains which conduct is right or
good.
To see why, ask yourself this question: is convincing your friend to fess up good
because your mom says it’s good, or does your mom say it’s good because it is good?
The first option, that convincing your friend to fess up is good because your mom says
so, would be treating “because your mom says so” as an explanatory moral reason: it
would be claiming that your mom’s saying that course of action is good is what makes
it good. The second option, that your mom says that convincing your friend to fess up
is good because it is good, would be treating “because your mom says so” as an
enumerative moral reason: it would be claiming that your mom’s saying the course of
action is good gives us reason to believe that it is good but does not explain what

makes it good. Clearly, the second option makes the most sense. After all, we want
to say that your mother’s wisdom is what enables her to reliably judge about what you
should do. And, that means we’re saying that some courses of action are good
independently of what your mom says, but your mom, being wise, sees which are
good and advises you accordingly. If that’s the way to look at things, then “because
mom says so” at best explains which action is right or good, but it doesn’t explain what
makes that action right or good.
This shows that there are actually two types of moral reasons: enumerative and
explanatory. Moral reasons in general are considerations that are supposed to tell for
or against a way of conducting ourselves. Some moral reasons are explanatory: they
explain not only which conduct is right (wrong, etc.) but also what makes it so. Other
moral reasons are enumerative: they identify which actions are right (wrong, etc.) but
not what makes them right (wrong, etc.). And, as in other areas, we start out trying to
identify enumerative reasons, but grasping explanatory reasons is what we really need
to be moral experts.
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3. TESTING FOR EXPLANATORY MORAL REASONS
So, how can you tell whether a moral reason is best understood as an explanatory
reason or an enumerative reason? We’ll learn two tests you can use to determine if a
moral reason is best understood as an explanatory one.
An explanatory moral reason is a reason that’s supposed to explain what makes
conduct (either in general or in a particular case) good, bad, right or wrong. So, if a
moral reason doesn’t really give a plausible explanation of what makes conduct good
(bad, right or wrong), then we shouldn’t consider it an explanatory moral reason.
The general strategy for thinking about whether a moral reason gives a good
explanation of what makes conduct good, bad, right or wrong is to think carefully
through its implications. If the explanation implies things that are clearly false or
implausible, then the explanation itself must be implausible. To illustrate this strategy,
we’ll look at a few specific tests that be used to evaluate the implications of a proposed
constitutive moral reason. These aren’t the only tests to use, but they are often helpful
ones, and they illustrate the general strategy we can use to tell which moral reasons
count as explanatory and which don’t.
To illustrate, let’s use another example. Suppose that your father, in the midst of
giving you an awkward but well-meaning talk about safe sex, emphasizes that it’s
wrong to have sex with someone who is intoxicated and can’t consent. Later that week
at a party, you overhear some acquaintances from school boasting about how they
used alcohol as a tool in their sexual conquests. You confront them and tell them that
having sex with someone who is intoxicated is wrong, because “my father says so.”
Should we consider that an explanatory reason or an enumerative one?
Clearly, “because my father says so” doesn’t count as an explanatory moral reason. To
see that, we can apply a few tests.
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One test is what I’ll call the reversal test. To perform this test, ask yourself if you think
the moral status of the action would change if the consideration being offered as a
reason were not the case. In this case, that means asking if you think having sex with
an intoxicated person would be morally permissible if your father had said it was
permissible (but otherwise the nature and effects of the action were the same). In this
case, I suspect you’ll agree that it would not: whether your dad has a view about these
things or has shared it with you doesn’t determine whether it’s wrong or not. “Because
my father says so” fails the reversal test not just in this case but in all others as well: if
your father suddenly started telling you slavery was not wrong (but the nature and
effects were otherwise the same), would you say that would make it morally
permissible to have slaves? I suspect not, and for good reason. So “because my father
says so” doesn’t count as an explanatory moral reason, because it offers a bad
explanation of what makes conduct right or wrong.
Another test, which I’ll call the justification test, brings us to the same conclusion. To
perform this test, ask why the consideration being offered as a reason is true. If the
answer needs to refer to the rightness, wrongness, goodness, or badness of the action,
then the test is failed. For instance, consider your dad’s guidance again. The
consideration you’re offering against having sex with an intoxicated person is that your
dad says it’s wrong. But let’s ask this: why does your dad say it’s wrong? Surely, if you
asked your dad why he says it’s wrong, he’d say: because it is wrong. He’d then
probably start to give an explanation of what makes it wrong (it fails to show respect
for others’ capacity to consent, and so on). If that’s the case, then he said it’s wrong
because it is wrong, not the other way around. And that means that “because my dad
says so” can’t be an explanatory moral reason, because it doesn’t give a plausible
explanation of what makes conduct right or wrong (or good or bad).
4. TESTING ENUMERATIVE MORAL REASONS
Evaluating enumerative moral reasons takes a similar strategy: to decide if an
enumerative moral reason reliably identifies which conduct is good, bad, right or
wrong, we have to think about its implications. Since enumerative moral reasons don’t
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explain why conduct is good, bad, right or wrong, we don’t have to decide whether
they give a good explanation of that. Instead, we have to see if they reliably identify
which things are good or right and which are not.
To illustrate, let’s go back to our example of your father’s guidance that having sex
with someone who is intoxicated is wrong. When your classmates asked you why this
was wrong, we supposed you said, “because my father says so.” This isn’t an
explanatory moral reason but instead an enumerative one: at best, it shows that having
sex with an intoxicated person is wrong without really trying to explain what makes it
wrong. But, does it really show that having sex with an intoxicated person is wrong? Is
it a good enumerative moral reason?
To figure that out, we need evidence of this reason’s reliability. How likely is it that
you’ll end up doing the good, right, or best thing if you do exactly what your father
says? The problem is that you won’t be able to tell whether your father’s guidance is
reliable in situations like these unless you have some grasp of what makes conduct
good or bad in those kinds of situations. That is, you’d need a good grasp of plausible
explanatory moral reasons about these or similar situations in order to decide if
following your father’s guidance is likely to lead you to the best course of action. After
all, how else would you decide whether your father’s guidance is reliable and worth
heeding?
The problem with “because my father says so,” then, is that we don’t yet have reason
to believe it provides reliable guidance: without a grasp of some of the relevant
explanatory moral reasons, we don’t have sufficient reason to believe that it likely leads
you to do the right thing in this case. Trusting his guidance here might feel good, it
might be comforting, it might give you a place to start when doing your own thinking
about the issue, and it might give you peace of mind. But, by itself, it may not actually
give you good reason to believe that trying to convince your acquaintances that using
alcohol as a tool to have sex with people without acquiring their consent is wrong. (It

is surely wrong – and there are good explanatory moral reasons to show why. But the
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point here is that merely saying “because my dad says so” is not a good enough
reason to show that it is wrong.)
5. DOES APPEALING TO GOD OR SCRIPTURE PROVIDE MORAL REASONS?
We can apply what we’ve learned here to evaluate two particular kinds of reasons that
are sometimes offered as moral reasons: appeals to the authority of God or religious
scripture. In fact, we can use the distinctions we’ve made so far to understand why
many philosophers, including many religious philosophers, think that merely saying
“because God says so” and “because scripture explicitly says so” do not provide us with
good answers to moral questions.
To focus the discussion, we’ll look at a particular case.
In 2015, Kim Davis, a county clerk in Kentucky, defied the Supreme Court. After the
Court declared that same-sex couples are entitled to the same marriage rights as
opposite sex couples, many gay and lesbian couples went to the Rowan County
Courthouse to pick up the license that afforded them the legal rights they’d long
waited for and that symbolized the social recognition that had previously seemed
impossible.
Davis, whose job it was to process the license applications, saw things differently.
Citing her religious convictions, Davis refused to process marriage licenses for samesex couples, saying that “[t]o issue a marriage license which conflicts with God’s
definition of marriage, with my name affixed to the certificate, would violate my
conscience.” ii As the dispute unfolded, it became clear that Davis believed same-sex
marriage is wrong because God forbids it and that we have good reason to think this is
so because the Bible explicitly says precisely that (in Leviticus 18:22 and Romans 1:26).
For those reasons, she and her supporters viewed her defiance as an act of bravery
and integrity.
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This case raises some important questions: are “because God says so” and “because
scripture explicitly says so” good moral reasons, even for a devout believer like Davis?
6. GOD’S COMMANDS AND MORAL REASONS
Let’s start with the appeal to God’s commands. By using our distinction between
explanatory and enumerative reasons, we can understand an ancient argument, known
as the Euthyphro Dilemma, which many philosophers (including devoutly religious
ones) think shows that “because God says so” does not provide a good explanation of
what makes conduct good or bad.
Davis’s claim is that same-sex marriage is wrong because God forbids it. So, Davis is
offering “because God forbids it” as a moral reason. But, which kind of moral reason is
it, and is it a good one?
“Because God forbids it” is an explanatory moral reason only if it provides a good
explanation of what makes conduct (like same-sex relationships or marriages) good,
bad, right or wrong. So, suppose we ask Davis what makes same-sex marriage bad or
wrong. Is “because God forbids it” a good explanation?
To get at whether a devout believer like Davis should consider “because God forbids it”
an explanatory moral reason, we’ll have to make some assumptions. We’ll put aside
the question of whether there’s good reason to believe God exists. There are many
important arguments for and against the existence of god(s), but we’ll not be looking
at those here. Instead, we’ll assume for the sake of argument that there is a God and
that God has the characteristics identified by major monotheistic religions like Islam,
Christianity, and Judaism. On this view, God is creator of the world and the creatures
in it, is omnipotent (all powerful), omniscient (all knowing), and omnibenevolent (wholly
good). For the purposes of our discussion, we’re going to assume that there is such a
God with those characteristics. That will help us see whether “because God says
forbids it” should satisfy even a devout believer.
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We’re also going to assume for the sake of argument that all and only conduct that is
good is commanded by God and all and only conduct forbidden by God is bad. So, if
God forbids stealing, it is wrong. And, if God commands that we donate to charity and
to the poor, then it is good to do so. We won’t yet stick to any particular
comprehensive view of what God actually commands (for instance, we won’t decide
which reading of which scriptures accurately captures what God commands). But, we
will assume that whatever God commands is good and whatever God forbids is bad.
Suppose then that there is a God and that God commands all and only good things
and forbids all and only bad things. Once we’ve made these assumptions, we can still
ask a question:
(1) is conduct good because God commands it, or
(2) does God command conduct because it is good?
This question is like the one Socrates asks in the ancient Greek philosopher Plato’s
dialogue the Euthyphro. The question is asking whether God’s commands are what

make conduct good or not, and it is the first step in a very influential argument
(inspired by Socrates’ question) known as the Euthyphro Dilemma. iii We’re using our
distinction between explanatory and enumerative reasons to understand this old and
influential argument. In our terminology, the question is asking whether “because God
says so” is an explanatory reason (as in option 1) or enumerative moral reason (as in
option 2).
Option (1) says that God’s commands are what make conduct good or bad: if God
commands that we don’t steal, then that command not only tells us that stealing is bad
but also is what makes it bad. On this view, God is like the author of morality whose
commanding is what makes things actually good or bad to do. Option (1) thus
suggests that “because God says so” is an explanatory moral reason.
Option (2), on the other hand, says that God’s commands are not what make conduct
good or bad: if God commands we don’t steal, then that tells us that stealing is bad
but not what makes it bad. Instead, on this view, God is like the perfect reporter of
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morality who (being all-knowing and wholly good) sees what is good or bad
independently and commands accordingly. Option (2) thus suggests that “because
God says so” is an enumerative moral reason.
Which option should a devout believer choose? To determine that, it might help to
consider an analogy first. This will help us understand the difference between option 1
and option 2 and see the potential problems with option 1.
Suppose there is a perfect teacher: she gives all and only excellent papers an A grade.
This tells us which papers are excellent (the ones the teacher gives an A), but it doesn’t
yet tell us what makes them excellent. To decide what to say about that, we can ask a
question like Socrates’s question: (a) are the papers excellent because the teacher gave
them an A, or (b) did the teacher give them an A because they are excellent?
The difference between options (a) and (b) is that on option (a) the teacher’s grade is
what makes the paper excellent, while on option (b) it is not. On option (a), the
teacher’s giving a paper an A is what actually makes it an excellent paper. But, on
option (b), the teacher’s giving the paper an A is not what makes it excellent. Instead,
it was excellent independently of the teacher’s grade, and the teacher (being perfect)
sees this and grades it accordingly. In other words, option (a) says that “because the
teacher gave it an A” is an explanatory reason the paper is excellent, while option (b)
says it is an enumerative reason the paper is excellent.
Which option should we take? If we assume there’s such a teacher who gives all and
only excellent papers an A, then we either have to say that the teacher’s grade is what
makes the paper excellent or it is not. And, it can’t be both: either the teacher’s
putting an A on it is what makes it excellent, or it isn’t.
To try to decide, let’s apply the tests we discussed earlier.
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First, consider how we’d apply the reversal test: think about whether merely changing
the teacher’s grade would change whether the paper is actually excellent. For several
reasons, option (a) seems to fail the reversal test.
For one thing, option (a) implies that a paper could go from being actually excellent to
being actually not excellent merely by the teacher changing the grade on it. That
seems hard to believe: how could the quality of the paper itself change even if the
features of the paper (the clarity of the writing, the degree to which its argument is
compelling, the clarity of its organization, etc.) stay the same? Option (a) implies that
these intrinsic features of the paper aren’t what make it excellent, which is why it seems
to give a bad explanation of what makes papers excellent.
For another thing, option (a) implies that whatever paper the teacher happens to give
an A is therefore excellent, regardless of the nature of the paper itself. Suppose the
teacher grades by this method: she lines up five buckets (labeled ‘A,’ ‘B,’ ‘C,’ ‘D,’ and
‘F’) and throws the papers at them. Whatever bucket the paper lands in determines
what grade she gives it. Option (a) – the idea that the excellent papers are excellent
because the teacher gave them an A – would imply that the papers that landed in the
‘A’ bucket were actually excellent. After all, on option (a) the mere fact that the teacher
gives the paper an A is what makes it excellent, regardless of the teacher’s reasons for
giving it an A. But, clearly the mere fact that the teacher gives a paper an A after it
lands in the ‘A’ bucket wouldn’t make the paper excellent. That’s because what makes
a paper excellent is that it has certain intrinsic features (it is clear, precise, wellorganized, compellingly argued, etc.), not whether a teacher (no matter how perfect)
happens to give it an A.
If that’s right, then option (a) is implausible, because it doesn’t give a good explanation
of what makes papers excellent or not: it isn’t plausible to say that the paper is
excellent because the teacher gave it an A.
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But, you might at this point raise an objection: surely a perfect teacher wouldn’t grade
in that ridiculous way! No perfect teacher would grade using that horrible bucket
method!
You’d surely be right about that. But all that does is give us further reason to reject
option (a). After all, the point wasn’t that the perfect teacher actually would grade this
way but that if she did grade that way then option (a) would imply that the papers that
received an A using that method are actually excellent. Since that’s implausible, option
(a) must be implausible, too.
In fact, we can only make sense of the idea that the perfect teacher wouldn’t grade this
way if we reject option (a). To see why, let’s apply what we earlier called the
justification test. Suppose the teacher sits down to grade a paper that has such bad
grammar it is nearly impossible to understand the author’s point and that doesn’t even
have a clear topic (the paper bounces back and forth between a variety of topics but
only paraphrases trivial ideas about them). Why would the perfect teacher not give
this an A? Because she knows the paper is bad! And, if she knows the paper’s bad,
then this has to mean that it is bad independently of her grading it and she (being
perfect) sees this and grades accordingly. But, if that’s the case, then the teacher’s
giving it a D isn’t what makes it not excellent. Other things (structure, clarity, the rigor
and insightfulness of the argument, etc.) make it excellent or not, and the teacher just
sees this and grades accordingly. The point is that saying the teacher is perfect
requires saying that the paper was bad independently of her grading process and she
knew this and graded accordingly. But, that can only be true if the teacher’s grade
isn’t what makes it excellent or not.
Option (a) is implausible because it says the teacher’s grade is what makes a paper
excellent or not. If we said this, it wouldn’t really make sense to say the teacher knew
the paper was excellent and that’s why she gave it an A. After all, if option (a) is true,
then the paper was neither excellent nor not excellent before the teacher graded it,
because option (a) says that the teacher’s grade is what makes it excellent! So,
according to option (a), the teacher’s being perfect is compatible with saying that she
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gave papers an A merely because they smelled good, had pretty ink, or were written
by people with blue eyes. But, that’s clearly too weak a notion of perfection: surely
being a perfect teacher requires more than that.
The problem with option (a) can be summarized this way: saying that the paper is
excellent because the perfect teacher gave it an A is implausible both because it gives
a bad explanation of what makes papers excellent and because it can’t explain what
makes a good teacher good or a perfect teacher perfect.
Importantly, if we take option (b) we can avoid these problems. Option (b) says that
the teacher gave the paper an A because it is excellent. That means that it is not the
teacher’s grade that makes it excellent but other things (perhaps like the structure,
clarity, insightfulness, etc.). So, option (b) can give a plausible explanation of what
makes papers excellent or not. And, option (b) can give a plausible explanation of
what makes a perfect teacher perfect: she knows what papers are excellent or not and
grades accordingly. So, option (b) avoids the problems of option (a) and is the better
choice.
For similar reasons, devout believers should reject the idea that “because God says so”
is an explanatory moral reason and instead see “because God says so” as an
enumerative moral reason. In other words, if we’re devout believers, we should reject
option 1 (conduct is good because God commands it) in favor of option 2 (God
commands conduct because it is good). If we could know the commands of an allknowing and wholly good God, that could tell us which conduct is good or bad, but it
doesn’t explain what makes the good conduct good or the bad conduct bad. iv
To see why, let’s first apply the reversal test. Option 1 fails the reversal test for the
same kinds of reasons option (a) in the teacher example did.
For one thing, option 1 implies that whatever God happened to command would
therefore actually be good regardless of the nature or effects of the action. Here’s an
action I’ll bet we can agree is morally bad: torturing babies for fun. Suppose God
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came down and commanded you to torture babies for fun on every third Saturday. If
“because God says so” were an explanatory moral reason (and God’s commands were
what make conduct good or bad), that would imply that it would therefore actually be
good to torture the babies if God commanded it - even if the nature and effects of the
torture (the suffering caused, and so on) were the same. But, even devout believers
have reason to find these implications implausible. After all, isn’t it the intrinsic features
of the torture (the suffering caused, the nature of the action, etc.) that make it bad? If
we took option 1, we’d have to say that it was not those intrinsic features that make it
bad, and this would mean that God could make the torturing good merely by
commanding it.
You might be tempted to reply that God (being all knowing and wholly good) would
never command us to do a thing like torturing babies for fun. Again, the point isn’t
that God actually did command this. The point is that if God had commanded it, we’d
have to say torturing babies for fun would therefore be good if we say “because God
says so” is an explanatory moral reason. But if the nature and effects of the torture
were the same it would be hard to believe it would therefore be good merely because
God commanded it. And, that is enough to show that even devout believers shouldn’t
view “because God says so” as an explanatory moral reason.
Applying the justification test is another way to get to that conclusion. Why would God
never command that we torture babies for fun? Most will want to say: because God is
wholly good and knows that torturing babies for fun is bad. But, that answer is
admitting that “because God says so” is not an explanatory moral reason. After all, if
God knows that the action is bad, then this has to mean that it is bad independently of
God commanding it and God (being all-knowing and wholly good) sees this and
commands accordingly. But, if that’s the case, then God’s command isn’t what makes
that action bad. Other things (the serious and unnecessary suffering, etc.) make it bad
or not, and God sees this and commands accordingly. The point is that saying God is
all-knowing and wholly good requires saying that conduct is good or bad
independently of God’s commands. But, that can only be true if the fact that God
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commands something doesn’t explain what makes it good or bad. And that means we
need to say that “because God says so” isn’t an explanatory moral reason.
We could avoid these problems if we instead take option 2 and see “because God says
so” as an enumerative moral reason. Option 2 says that God commands conduct
because it is good. That means that it is not God’s forbidding us to torture babies for
fun that makes it bad but rather other things (the intense suffering, etc.). So, unlike
option 1, option 2 can give a plausible explanation of what makes conduct good or
bad. And, option 2 can give a plausible explanation of what makes God good: God
knows what what’s good or bad independently and commands accordingly. So, taking
option 2 (and seeing “because God says so” as an enumerative moral reason) avoids
the problems of option 1 (seeing “because God says so” as an explanatory moral
reason).
For these reasons, many philosophers (including many religious ones) think that we
should reject the idea that God’s commanding or forbidding something is what makes
it good or bad. If they’re right, then “because God says so” is not a good explanatory
moral reason. As always, your task will be to understand the argument and carefully
evaluate it so that you can make your own well-reasoned decision about what to think.
But, unless there is some way to argue that option 1 is not as problematic as it seems,
then we should reject using “because God says so” as an answer to questions about
what makes conduct morally good or bad. And, if that’s the case, then if Kim Davis
says that same-sex marriage is wrong, and someone asks her what makes it wrong,
saying “because God forbids it” does not even answer the question.
7. SCRIPTURE AND MORAL REASONS
Still, we can imagine a reply Kim Davis (or others with similar views) might make:
“Ok, so God’s commands aren’t what make conduct good or bad. Still, God’s
commands can tell us what is good or bad, since God is all-knowing and
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commands all and only good things. So we can know what is good and bad by
figuring out what God wills and forbids, and we can figure that out by looking
at what scripture explicitly says. For instance, Leviticus 18:22 says ‘Do not have
sexual relations with a man as one does with a woman; that is detestable.’ So,
same-sex marriage is wrong because scripture explicitly says so.”
Let’s take this line of argument seriously and evaluate it, because that will help us
decide whether “because scripture explicitly says so” is a good enumerative reason. It
has to be enumerative and not explanatory, because the fact that scripture says
something is right or wrong isn’t supposed to explain why it’s right or wrong but
merely to show that it’s right or wrong. According to this way of thinking, the fact that
scripture explicitly says something is right or wrong is enough to show that it is actually
right or wrong for us and we need not think about it any more.
Before we evaluate this idea, it is important to see that it is making an assumption
about how we should read scripture – an assumption that we’ll see we can reject
without having to reject the idea that people can take scripture seriously.
We can make this assumption clear by distinguishing between two ways of using
scripture to derive moral guidance: reading scripture literally and interpreting

scripture. When you read scripture literally, you assume that if scripture explicitly says
something is right/wrong that that is therefore enough to show it is actually
right/wrong for us - no more thinking required. When you instead interpret scripture,
you don't make this assumption: you don't assume that something is actually
right/wrong for us merely because some passage or other explicitly says it is
right/wrong. Instead, when you interpret, you do hard thinking and apply your moral
knowledge to determine what the underlying message of the passage is and whether
and how it applies to us today, in circumstances that might differ significantly from the
ones in which the scripture was originally written. As we’ll see, religious traditions
themselves have good reasons for saying the devout should interpret rather than read
literally.
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To illustrate, here’s a passage from the Qur'an. (We're using examples from a variety
of monotheistic traditions, because the arguments we're looking at apply to them all in
the same basic way.)

Qur’an 2:282: “O, you who have believed, when you contract a debt for a
specified term, write it down. And let a scribe write [it] between you in justice.
Let no scribe refuse to write as Allah has taught him. So let him write and let the
one who has the obligation dictate. And let him fear Allah, his Lord, and not
leave anything out of it. But if the one who has the obligation is of limited
understanding or weak or unable to dictate himself, then let his guardian
dictate in justice. And bring to witness two witnesses from among your men.
And if there are not two men [available], then a man and two women from
those whom you accept as witnesses - so that if one of the women errs, then
the other can remind her.”
Before moving on, think about this: what guidance would this passage give about
women's testimony if you read it literally? What would it mean to interpret it instead?
Here's Islamic scholar Fazlur Rahman on two ways to read the passage:
“For example, it is said (2:282) that in a credit transaction, the credit, large or
small, should be written down and there should be two witnesses to the deed;
the witnesses can be two reliable adult males or, if two are not available, then
one male and two women ‘so that if one of the two women should be forgetful,
the other would remind her.’ The reason for having two female witnesses
instead of one male is that women would be more “forgetful” than men, since
women in those days were normally not used to dealing with credit. According
to the traditionalist understanding, the law that two female witnesses equal one
male is eternal and a social change that enabled a woman to get used to
financial transactions would be “un-Islamic.” The modernist, on the other hand,
would say that since the testimony of a woman being considered of less value
than that of a man was dependent upon her weaker power of memory
concerning financial matters, when women became conversant with such
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matters – with which there is not only nothing wrong but which is for the
betterment of society – their evidence can equal that of men.” v
When Rahman talks about the traditionalist, he’s talking about someone who tries to
read scripture literally. The traditionalist assumes that if a passage explicitly says that
something is right or wrong then it’s therefore actually right or wrong for us (no more
thinking required). This assumption implies that taking women’s testimony as equal to
a man’s is always wrong and is wrong for us and there’s no more use thinking about
the issue.
When Rahman talks about the “modernist,” he is basically describing one way this
passage could be interpreted. Instead of just concluding that women’s testimony must
always count as less than a man’s simply because the scripture explicitly says so, the
“modernist” interprets the scripture by looking at what the main underlying message or
value in the scripture is. And the value you could find in the passage cited is that
witnesses must be reliable for justice to be done. This is the underlying value, and the
claim that women’s testimony should only count as half of a man’s is not an eternal
value but instead a context-specific application of that value to a time when women
were not given equal training or practice in financial matters. In times when women
are given that training (as Rahman argues, using interpretations of other passages,
they should be), then that value would imply that women’s testimony counts the same
as men.
This is an example of what it means to interpret scripture: instead of just assuming that
what's explicitly said should be done should actually be done by us, we use our own
thinking to determine what the underlying message is and whether and how it applies
to us. The explicit message may sometimes apply to us as it is stated, but other times
it might not. To determine which is which, we need to interpret.
This illustrates the difference between reading literally and interpreting, but it also
illustrates one reason religions have for saying we should interpret instead of reading
literally. If we were to read literally, we would often mistake context-specific
applications of values for eternal values because we would be assuming there’s no
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difference. It is hard to see how we could be said to take scripture seriously if we did
that. So, it could be argued that interpreting, rather than reading literally, is required if
we’re going to take scripture seriously. We illustrated this point using one tradition
(Islam), but it applies just as well to other traditions. This is probably enough to show
that “because scripture explicitly says so” is not an enumerative moral reason that even
devout believers should be satisfied with.
But, there are other important problems with reading literally that show even the
devout should reject the strategy of reading literally and should not see “because
scripture explicitly says so” as a good enumerative moral reason. The problem is that
literal readings are unreliable: if we assumed that the explicit message always applied
to us in our current circumstances, we’d end up with lots of guidance that even devout
believers have good reason not to follow. vi Since it’s relevant to Kim Davis’s argument,
we’ll look at the Bible, but the same point could be made about scriptures from other
traditions.
For just a few examples, consider the explicit guidance in these passages: vii
Lev 21:9 – “If a priest’s daughter defiles herself by becoming a prostitute, she
disgraces her father; she must be burned in the fire.”
Lev 25:44 – “Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations
around you; from them you may buy slaves.”
Lev 20:10 – “If a man commits adultery with another man’s wife—with the wife
of his neighbor—both the adulterer and the adulteress are to be put to death.”
Ex 21:20-21 – “Anyone who beats their male or female slave with a rod must be
punished if the slave dies as a direct result, but they are not to be punished if
the slave recovers after a day or two, since the slave is their property.”
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Mark 10:11-12 – “He answered, ‘Anyone who divorces his wife and marries
another woman commits adultery against her. And if she divorces her husband
and marries another man, she commits adultery.’”
Col 3:22 – “Slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything; and do it, not only
when their eye is on you and to curry their favor, but with sincerity of heart and
reverence for the Lord.”
I Cor 14:35 – “If they want to inquire about something, they should ask their
own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman to speak in the
church.”
Let’s focus on the passages about slavery. Clearly, even devout people have good
reason not to assume that owning slaves is morally permissible for us merely because
scripture explicitly says it is. There are many good moral arguments against slavery,
such as that it completely disrespects a person’s autonomy (their capacity to freely
guide their life by their own principles, preferences and decisions) and that it causes
massive and avoidable suffering. If we read scripture literally, we’d have to assume
that owning slaves is morally permissible. Indeed, many slave owners in the Pre-Civil
War American South used “because scripture explicitly says so” to justify their practices,
citing some of the passages listed above. The point is that if we shouldn’t accept this
guidance simply because it is explicitly stated in scripture, then, to be consistent, we
can’t say that we should accept other guidance (such as the condemnation of gay sex
in Lev. 18-22 or Rom 1:26) merely because it is explicitly stated in scripture. viii

So, even

for a devout person like Kim Davis, “because scripture explicitly says so” doesn’t qualify
as a good enumerative moral reason: it doesn’t really give us good reason to think that
gay and lesbian relationships (or anything else) are right or wrong for us.
The lesson is that the mere fact that scripture explicitly says something is right or
wrong does not by itself justify saying it is therefore right or wrong for us. Reading
literally does not provide good guidance about what’s right, wrong, good or bad for
us, even if we’re devout. Importantly, this doesn’t mean that scripture can’t inform a
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person’s moral thinking. After all, if scripture is a tool that can aid in deliberation about
morality, it is a tool that can be used in different ways. As with other tools, scripture
can be used poorly, as when it is read literally. But, rejecting reading literally leaves it
open that we can use the tool in a different way: instead of assuming that the explicit
message applies to us and no more thinking is required, we could instead take
scripture seriously and think about what the underlying message is and whether and
how it applies to us in our current circumstances. If we’re using scripture for moral
guidance, we can (and should) interpret instead of reading literally.
There are a few important implications of this argument against reading scripture
literally that are especially worth noting.
One is that “because scripture explicitly says so” can’t get us out of doing hard
thinking. If we’re going to derive guidance from scripture then we have to interpret,
and finding and applying the right interpretation requires applying our moral
knowledge: we have to have some grasp of what makes conduct good or bad in order
to figure out what the real underlying message of a passage is and how it applies to
our current circumstances. Put another way: we need a grasp of explanatory moral
reasons to even figure out how to interpret scripture and derive guidance from it.
Importantly, this argument against reading literally also explains why it is unfair to
criticize religions on the basis of an explicitly violent passage or because extremists cite
explicit passages to justify horrible and violent actions. If it is unfair to criticize
Christianity on the basis of the many violent passages in the Bible, then it is also unfair
to criticize Islam by citing explicitly violent passages in the Qur’an. By showing that
both scriptures can and should be interpreted, we can show that those who use them
to justify violent actions merely based upon some explicit message are using it in a way
they should not - they are reading literally. This, we could argue, is not actually taking
the scripture seriously, because it is not searching for the real underlying message and
thoughtfully applying it our lives.
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At this point, a defender of literal readings of scripture might have some objections to
the argument. To really see if the argument we’ve been reviewing shows that
“because scripture explicitly says so” is not a good enumerative moral reason, we’d
need to think of what objections might be raised to it and evaluate them.
One possible objection is: “Shouldn't we interpret sometimes but read literally other
times? Wouldn’t that allow us to say that ‘because scripture explicitly says so’ is
sometimes enough to justify our beliefs?”
This objection is based on a misunderstanding of the terms we’ve been using. Given
the way we’ve been using the terms ‘reading literally’ and ‘interpreting,’ either you
assume that the explicit message is enough by itself and no more thinking is required
(that's reading literally), or you don't assume that (that's interpreting). Perhaps the
point here might be better stated as this: sometimes the explicit guidance applies to us
a stated, and sometimes it does not (because the circumstances are different, or
whatever). But, that's something you'd find out by interpreting: by figuring out what
the underlying message is and whether and how it applies to us. Sometimes when you
interpret you'll find that the explicit message does apply to us as stated, whereas other
times you'll find that it does not (perhaps because the explicit message wasn't an
eternal value but a value applied to a circumstance that differs in significant ways from
our own). But, in either case you’re interpreting, not reading literally. If you interpret,
you will sometimes decide the explicit message applies to us, but you don't assume it
applies to us without any need for further thinking. And, to interpret well, you need to
already have a grasp of explanatory moral reasons.
Another objection that might be raised is: “Is critical thinking always good? Can't we
just trust what an expert says about how to interpret a scripture or what to do? After
all, isn’t expertise required to interpret scripture correctly?”
This objection raises an interesting point, but it doesn’t get us out of doing some hard
thinking for ourselves. Certainly, sometimes we have good reason to look to experts:
when my car breaks, I don't try to fix it myself. And, there are reasons why people
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might want to consult experts on how to interpret scripture or on what's right or
wrong.
But, this can't get you out of doing your own hard thinking. After all, experts disagree,
so you'll at least have to figure out whom you should trust. And, part of figuring that
out requires knowing how reliable their judgments tend to be. So, you have to do
your own thinking and acquire your own moral knowledge to decide if an expert is
reliable or not: you have to grasp explanatory moral reasons before you can decide if
“because so-and-so says so” is a good enumerative moral reason! Also, think about
what is required to be a morally responsible person. If you ask someone why they did
something and they just say "because so-and-so told me to," would you think that
person is doing what's required to be worthy of praise for their actions? Would that be
a good excuse if it turned out they did something wrong? If not, then maybe the
lesson is that we might decide as a result of critical thinking that we need to trust some
people sometimes who know more than us, but we still have to do critical thinking to
determine who is worthy of that trust and when and why.
8. IMPLICATIONS: THE INESCAPABILITY OF HARD THINKING
We started by looking at two different types of moral reasons: explanatory moral
reasons (reasons that explain what makes something good, bad, right or wrong) and
enumerative moral reasons (reasons that identify what’s good, bad, right or wrong
without explaining what makes them so). Getting a grasp of these kinds of reasons –
especially explanatory moral reasons – is a challenging but necessary part of making
good decisions about how to live and conduct ourselves.
It can be tempting to think things aren’t so challenging. We might understandably be
drawn to the idea that things are simpler and that merely appealing to the authority of
God or scripture can get us the answers we need. But, as we’ve seen, “because God
says so” and “because scripture says so” can’t by themselves tell us which conduct is
good (bad, right or wrong) or what makes it so, even if we’re devout. To find good
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moral reasons we need to do some hard thinking about what makes conduct good,
bad, right or wrong.
This does not mean religion cannot play a role in a person’s moral life. The arguments
we have looked at are perfectly compatible with the idea that religion informs a
person’s moral life in important ways: as a source of motivation, solace, and inspiration.
And, the arguments leave it open that religious sources like scripture can be useful aids
to moral decision-making, but only if they are interpreted rather than read literally.
Indeed, the arguments fit with explanations religious traditions themselves give about
the relationships between God, scripture, and the appropriate use of human
intelligence.
The arguments also have another implication that could be heartening for us all,
regardless of whether we’re religious or not. It can often seem that productive moral
discussions in a pluralistic society like ours are impossible, because everyone is
searching for fundamentally different kinds of answers to moral questions: some
people want to cite a religious text or authority (and they don’t even agree on which
ones), and others don’t. This can make it seem like we are attempting to play a game
where the players all have different ideas about the rules. But, if the arguments we’ve
looked at are good ones, then all of us – whether atheist, agnostic, Buddhist, Muslim,
Christian, etc. – need to be doing the same kind of thinking to determine what makes
conduct good, bad, right or wrong. Perhaps, then, reasonable and productive moral
discussion is ours to be had, as long as we put forth the effort. ix
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